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After nearly two weeks of irrelevancy, the Sarah Palin Machine, that feel-good
conservative juggernaut, performed a Friday afternoon massacre. This afternoon,
Mrs. Palin announced that she’d be hanging it up as the Commander-in-
Snowshoes on the 26thof the month and going back to being citizen Sarah. Just a
regular hockey mom from Wassilla, Alaska. A lipsticked-up pitbull ready to spend
time with the family. With a folksy “Hell Yeah!” the kids encouraged Mamma Palin
to pack it in and become Joe the Mother. Right. If you believe this then there’s a
bridge to nowhere that you can have for cheap (cliche joke. Insert better joke
here). Sarah, the second coming of Ronald Reagan (sic) is just gearing up for the

big 2012 assault, even to the point of quoting Douglas Mcarthur. She is desperate to become the
Republican president, not the Republican candidate, and this is just machine maneuvering. It’s all
so easy. The Palin party gives up the governorship in Alaska before a complete legacy tarnishing
takes place at her hands and then she stands as a place holder for two and a half years.
Screenwriters can’t even dream up this level of pudding thick political quagmire.

Sarah Palin not finishing out her term as Alaska’s governor goes beyond mere greed or self
interest.  This is the complete failure of imagination and heart. She is the human onion. Peel away
the stringy layers and at the core you find a foul smelling, green heart which cares not for Alaska and
it’s people.  Just another showtime politician ready to work the big stages. Why finish the job you
were elected to do when the bigger prize is just around the corner? Barack Obama did it, so why
not Sarah Palin? Well, for starters, Barack Obama has a soul. Sure, I’m being too harsh, but the
robot has come home to roost. When chosen for the Vice Presidential slot on the ticket, Sarah and
her machine became the ticket. Last week I said something about that thing that the great pop stars
all have in common, that ability to craft on a singular skill. Sarah Palin’s singular skill is selling Sarah
Palin. I would say to her if I had the chance “lead your people, be the best Governor Alaska has ever
had.” Too late. She’s selling Sarah on the great Republican roadshow. Onward and upward
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